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Abstract
DNA Strand Displacement (DSD) systems model basic reaction rules, such as toehold-mediated
strand displacement and 4-way branch migration, that modify complexes of bound DNA strands.
DSD systems have been widely used to design and reason about the correctness of molecular programs,
including implementations of logic circuits, neural networks, and Chemical Reaction Networks. Such
implementations employ a valuable toolkit of mechanisms – sequences of basic reaction rules – that
achieve catalysis, reduce errors (e.g., due to leak), or simulate simple computational units such as
logic gates, both in solution and on surfaces. Expanding the DSD toolkit of DSD mechanisms can
lead to new and better ways of programming with DNA.

Here we introduce a new mechanism, which we call controlled reconfiguration. We describe one
example where two single-stranded DSD complexes interact, changing the bonds in both complexes
in a way that would not be possible for each independently on its own via the basic reaction
rules allowed by the model. We use coupled reconfiguration to refer to instances of controlled
reconfiguration in which two reactants change each other in this way. We note that our DSD model
disallows pseudoknots and that properties of our coupled reconfiguration construction rely on this
restriction of the model.

A key feature of our coupled reconfiguration example, which distinguishes it from mechanisms
(such as 3-way strand displacement or 4-way branch migration) that are typically used to implement
molecular programs, is that the reactants are single-stranded. Leveraging this feature, we show
how to use coupled reconfiguration to implement Chemical Reaction Networks (CRNs), with a
DSD system that has both single-stranded signals (which represent the species of the CRN) and
single-stranded fuels (which drive the CRN reactions). Our implementation also has other desirable
properties; for example it is capable of implementing reversible CRNs and uses just two distinct
toeholds. We discuss drawbacks of our implementation, particularly the reliance on pseudoknot-
freeness for correctness, and suggest directions for future research that can provide further insight
on the capabilities and limitations of controlled reconfiguration.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Summary
An important task in the field of molecular programming is to develop effective molecular
programming languages, and to develop an effective abstraction hierarchy. Ideally, human-
readable and human-writable programs at the top level of the hierarchy can be transformed
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3:2 DSD Coupled Reconfiguration

without further human input to a molecular implementation at the bottom level. A strong
candidate pair of layers is the Chemical Reaction Network (CRN) model and its implementa-
tion with DNA Strand Displacement (DSD) systems. CRNs are a particularly well-studied
abstract model of well-mixed chemical systems, in which many interesting programs can be
and have been written [2, 3, 28, 36, 41]. Moreover, arbitrary CRNs can be transformed into
DSD systems that implement the original CRN [7, 10, 30, 37, 39].

However, while we now have a good understanding of the capabilities and limitations
of CRNs, we cannot say the same for DSD systems. Most DSD systems [35] use one of
two simple mechanisms, three-way toehold exchange or four-way strand exchange, and the
range of alternative mechanisms that could be used when designing DSD systems that
simulate CRNs or other molecular programs is not well understood. We believe a more
formal understanding of DSD would aid in the design process, exploring more – and possibly
more efficient – ways of getting things done with DSD systems. Some work has been done
toward this goal [4, 21, 23, 26, 29]. In the process of trying to improve formal understanding,
we discovered a new mechanism in an unexplored area of the DSD design space. In this paper
we present this new mechanism, show how it can be used to implement arbitrary CRNs, and
discuss its further implications for understanding DSD.

We describe further background information, then we discuss our contribution, a new
DSD mechanism we call controlled reconfiguration and its subclass coupled reconfiguration.
This new mechanism has a number of properties fundamentally different from typical existing
DSD mechanisms, including the use of single-stranded signals and fuels, and a stronger than
usual dependence on the assumption of pseudoknot-freeness. We discuss the implications and
challenges arising from those, including the ability of coupled reconfiguration to implement
arbitrary CRNs.

1.2 Background
Our work revolves around DNA Strand Displacement (DSD): certain behaviors of DNA
strands that have been used to build useful molecular devices, including logic circuits and
neural networks [11, 31], DNA walkers on surfaces [43, 45], and many other things [35]. In
one particularly powerful use, DSD can implement arbitrary Chemical Reaction Networks [7,
10, 30, 37, 39]. Figure 1 gives an example of a DSD implementation of a single reaction;
details of the implementation are described further in Section 2. As in this example, DSD
systems often rely on fuels, complexes of multiple DNA strands in a specific configuration
which have to be made by an external process.

The Chemical Reaction Network (CRN) model is an abstract description of chemical
dynamics that is widely used as a language for programming molecules. We focus on
stochastic CRNs, which describe how counts of molecular species evolve when molecules
react in a well-mixed solution. Stochastic CRNs are closely related to population protocols,
a programming model in distributed systems [1, 2]. Simple CRNs (or population protocols)
can compute approximate majority [3], simulate a 3-peak oscillator [39], or simulate boolean
circuits [28]. In fact, CRNs can simulate Turing machines, albeit with a small probability
of error [36]. However, the class of functions computable by CRNs without error is quite
limited, being just the semilinear functions [1, 2, 9, 17, 27, 33]. Consequently, polymer
systems [8, 24, 25, 30, 40] and surface CRNs [12, 32] have been proposed as more powerful
molecular programming languages, capable of simulating Turing machines without error.

Importantly, arbitrary CRNs can, in theory, be “compiled” into physically realizable
DSD systems [37], and in fact all of the CRN models listed above have DSD implementa-
tions [12, 30, 32]. These compilation schemes provide an abstraction hierarchy for molecular
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Figure 1 DSD implementation of a CRN reaction A + B → C, adapted from Chen et al. [10].
The implementation consumes various fuel strands and complexes (in rounded boxes) to convert
signal strands (labeled) A and B into the signal strand C. The implementation is a sequence of
primitive reactions, as listed in Figure 2. For example, at the top left, the fuel JoinAB reacts with
the signal A, first by binding of toehold domains ta and ta∗ (primitive reaction b), followed by 3-way
strand displacement (primitive reaction m3), producing complex JoinAB-1 and the strand with long
domain a followed by toehold tb. In a more general system with multiple reactions, the fuels (and
initial signals) must all be produced by an external source.

programming, analogous to compiling high-level languages into assembly and machine lan-
guages in traditional programming. CRNs are at the top level of the hierarchy, experimental
DNA systems at the bottom, and formal DNA systems in the middle.

While the powerful models above have DSD implementations, we don’t yet fully understand
the capabilities and limitations of DSD systems. For example, consider the difficulties in
building large DSD systems. So far, experimentally demonstrated DSD systems are usually
small. CRN implementations, for example, have been demonstrated for CRNs of 3-4 species
and reactions [10, 39]. Logic circuits and winner-take-all circuits specifically designed to
scale up to larger systems have reached 6-gate circuits [31] and 100-input winner-take-all
circuits [11]. Srivinas et al. have examined the effect of “leak” on DSD systems, which
would get larger as systems try to scale up [39]. In particular, more complex fuels are less
reliable. The previous examples of scaled-up circuits minimize error by using fuels of at
most 2 strands [11, 31, 44]. “Leakless” gates have been proposed that would minimize this
problem [42, 48], but this has not yet led to reliable large-scale CRN implementations. For this
reason we are interested in understanding the capabilities of DSD better, to determine whether
even simpler fuels can be used to do more complex tasks such as CRN implementations.
We have some previous work exploring ways to formally implement CRNs with 2-stranded
fuels [21, 23], but this also has not yet led to experimentally demonstrated large-scale
CRN implementations. Existing DSD systems based on single-stranded fuels, such as the
hybridization chain reaction [16] or assembly of multi-armed junctions [50], aggregate strands
into large, multi-stranded complexes that mostly don’t come apart, and so are not suitable
for CRN simulation. To explore new DSD mechanisms that could be used for simulation of
CRNs and other molecular programming models, we turn to formal DSDs.

Two examples of formal DSD models are Visual DSD [26, 29] and Peppercorn [4, 5].
These models ignore some aspects of experimental DNA systems, such as the actual sequence
of bases in a DNA strand, and instead model strands as sequences of domains. The models
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Figure 2 The four primitive reactions, or basic steps, of our DSD model, similar to those used by
Petersen et al. [29] and our previous work [21]. Top half: the typical diagram format used in DSD,
image adapted from our previous work [21]. The four primitive reactions shown are: domain binding
(b), toehold (i.e., short domain) unbinding (u), 4-way branch migration of long domains (m4) and
three-way branch migration of long domains (m3). Bottom: the same reactions in the circle diagram
format we will use throughout this work. Circles indicate strands, with domains labeled; arrows
indicate 3’ ends; lines or arcs between domains indicate bonds. The crossed-out dashed bonds in the
u reaction indicate that the reaction only happens if no such bonds exist. Regions represented by
. . . may or may not include strand breaks.

also specify how DNA complexes are formed and modified via primitive reactions, or basic
steps that involve binding and/or unbinding of domains. The different models broadly agree
on the four primitive reactions, shown in Figure 2, but differ on some details. Given an
initial set of complexes, the set of DNA complexes that can be enumerated from the initial
set using the four primitive reactions, plus the associated reactions, comprise the species and
reactions of a CRN which is referred to as the enumerated CRN.

This also allows formal verification that a DSD implementation of an original CRN is
correct by comparing the enumerated and original CRNs. Definitions of “correct” implement-
ation include pathway decomposition [34] and CRN bisimulation [22] as well as some others,
and the whole process can be automated by the Nuskell compiler [5]. But formalization also
allows abstract reasoning about the model, for example, our previous work proved that no
DSD system can implement CRNs with a particular, very restrictive, set of properties [21].

Formal models define the four basic steps, but most work with DSD is done on the
level of what Peppercorn calls condensed reactions [4, 21], short sequences of basic steps
that “usually” occur as a unit. In fact, most DSD systems [35] use a variant of the same,
simple condensed reaction, toehold-mediated 3-way branch migration, with a few exceptions.
But while the set of basic steps is defined by the model, the space of possible condensed
reactions is much less limited and not well explored. New condensed reactions might allow
DSD systems with simpler fuels that are less prone to leak, or we might find a proof that the
existing mechanisms are the simplest possible methods for doing complex tasks.
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1.3 Our contributions
In this work, we describe a fundamentally new class of condensed reactions, which we call
controlled reconfiguration, and a subclass we call coupled reconfiguration. This controlled
reconfiguration mechanism relies on assumptions made in the formal model that haven’t been
tested experimentally, so whether it will work is uncertain. However, if the mechanism works
as intended, it would enable a fully general CRN implementation using only single-stranded
complexes as fuels, as opposed to the multi-stranded complexes of existing methods.

In Section 2, we define the CRN and DSD models that we use throughout the paper. In
Section 3 we show the controlled reconfiguration and coupled reconfiguration mechanisms
that are the subject of this paper. In Section 4 we show how coupled reconfiguration can be
used to implement arbitrary CRNs, and give the sketch of a proof that the implementation
is formally correct according to CRN bisimulation [22]. In Section 5 we discuss the ways in
which controlled reconfiguration relies on the no-pseudoknots assumption of the model, and
what can be learned from it even if that assumption turns out not to hold for physical DNA.
Finally, Section 6 contains further discussion and conclusions.

2 Chemical Reaction Networks and DNA Strand Displacement
Systems

We first describe Chemical Reaction Networks (CRNs), and then describe our formalization
of DNA Strand Displacement (DSD) systems, which is a particular type of Chemical Reaction
Network. We conclude by comparing our DSD system formalization with other variants in
the literature.

Chemical Reaction Networks describe how states of a system of molecules change as a
result of reactions. Let S be a set of molecular species. A state s is a multiset of species; we’ll
represent such multisets as functions s : S → N mapping species to nonnegative integers, so
s(σ) is the number of copies of σ in multiset s. We also represent a multiset, such as s, using
summation notation:

∑
σ:s(σ)>0 s(σ)σ. We use ∅ to denote the empty multiset. A reaction is

a tuple (r, p, k), where the reactants r and products p are multisets of species and k is a
positive real number, called the reaction rate constant. We write reaction (r, p, k) as∑

σ:r(σ)>0

r(σ)σ k−→
∑

σ:p(σ)>0

p(σ)σ.

The reaction is unimolecular if r has size 1, and bimolecular if r has size 2 (where n copies
of a single species σ counts as size n). Sometimes we omit the rate constant, when it is not
pertinent to the constructions presented. For example, if S = {A, B, C}, r is the multiset
containing two A’s and one C, and p is the multiset containing one B, then we can write
the reaction (r, p) (ignoring the rate constant) as

2A + C → B.

Formally, a Chemical Reaction Network (CRN) is a pair (S, R), where S is a finite set
of species and R is a finite set of reactions involving the species in S. Reaction (r, p) is
applicable to state s if s(σ) ≥ r(σ) for all σ ∈ S, and the result of the reaction is the state
s − r + p. If both (r, p) and (p, r) are in R, we say that the reaction (r, p) is reversible and
we write∑

σ:r(σ)>0

r(σ)σ ⇌
∑

σ:p(σ)>0

p(σ)σ.
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Our formalization of DNA Strand Displacement (DSD) systems is similar to several
variants in the literature [5, 21, 26, 29, 38] and we note below where our model diverges from
others. A DSD system is specified as a finite multiset of complexes, and a set of four DSD
primitive reactions, or basic steps.

A complex is a sequence of strands that are connected by bonds. Each strand is a sequence
of domains, where each domain has an identity, or label, taken from some finite set. For
each domain identity x in the set, there is also a complement, x∗ with (x∗)∗ = x, and
bonds of a complex are always between domains with complementary identities. Domains
can be long or short, and we refer to short domains as toeholds. Two consecutive domains
on the same strand are adjacent. See Figure 2 for a visual representation of a complex:
strands are arranged along a half-circle, with the sequence of strand domains in clockwise
order, and an arc connects each pair of bound (complementary) domains. Complexes
must be pseudoknot free: there is some ordering of strands along the circumference of a
circle in which no bonds cross. (This ordering is in fact unique, see [14]).
Primitive reactions, or basic steps, transform complexes while maintaining pseudoknot-
freeness, and are of four types (also shown in Figure 2):

Binding (b): A bond is added between a pair of complementary domains. The domains
may be in the same complex or in two different complexes; in the latter case the bond
forms one new complex from the two participating complexes.
Toehold unbinding (u): A bond between a toehold t and its complement t∗ is removed.
This rule can only be applied if there is no bond between a pair of domains d and d∗

that are adjacent to t and t∗ respectively. Toehold unbinding applied to a complex
produces either one or two complexes.
3-way branch migration (m3): A bound long domain switches partners. That is, a
complex in which long domains x1 and x2 are bound, and domain x3 with same label
as x1 is unbound, is transformed so that x2 and x3 are bound and x1 is unbound.
This rule can be applied only when there is a bond between (complementary) domains
respectively adjacent to x2 and x3.
4-way branch migration (m4). Two pairs of bound long domains swap partners. That
is, a complex in which domain x1 is bound to x2 and domain x3 is bound to x4, where
x1 and x3 have the same domain label (and so x2 and x4 have the complementary
domain label) is transformed so that x1 is bound to x4, and x2 is bound to x3. This
rule can be applied only when there is a bond between domains adjacent to x1 and x4,
plus a bond between domains adjacent to x2 and x3.

The following sequences of steps (sometimes called motifs [23]) appear often, acting as a
unit, in our mechanisms and many others:

Toehold-mediated 3-way strand exchange (tx3). One pair of toeholds binds (b). The
two toeholds were adjacent to a pair of bound domains x, x∗ and an unbound domain
x, respectively, which are now able to branch migrate (m3). The previous bond was
adjacent to a pair of toeholds on the other side and preventing them from unbinding,
but now they are able to do so (u).
Two-toehold-mediated 4-way strand exchange (tx4). Two pairs of toeholds bind in
either order, in such a way that a four-way junction is formed (b, b). The four-way
junction then branch migrates (m4). The previous bonds in the four-way junction
were each adjacent to a pair of toeholds on the opposite side, which are now capable
of unbinding in either order (u, u).

(Both of those motifs are reversible as long as the initial toehold binding(s) is/are
reversible, and in fact the reverse of each one is an instance of the same motif. Concrete
examples of the motifs occur in Figures 3 and 4.)
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The four basic steps are often grouped into condensed reactions, sequences of one bimolecu-
lar step followed by as many unimolecular steps as necessary until no further meaningful
unimolecular steps are possible [4, 21]. The tx3 and tx4 motifs, for example, are often used
as entire condensed reactions [23, 35], but can also be used as parts of larger condensed
reactions. We don’t use the details of this definition much, but the mechanisms we present
in Section 3 are in fact condensed reactions.

Let C be a set of complexes. The DSD system enumerated from C, using the set of
reaction rules {b, u, m3, m4}, is the smallest CRN (S, R) such that any complex in C is a
species in S, any application of DSD reaction rules b, u, m3 or m4 to reactants in S is a
reaction in R, and the products of each such reaction are species in S.

We end this section by summarizing differences between our DSD system formalization
and other formalizations in the literature. A key point is that our definition enforces
pseudoknot-freeness: no reactions may introduce pseudoknots. The DSD systems of Badelt
et al. [5], Johnson [21], and Petersen et al. [29] also enforce pseudoknot-freeness, but those of
Lakin et al. [26] and Spaccasassi et al. [38] allow pseudoknotted complexes. We emphasize
that our constructions in the following sections would not be correct in a model that includes
pseudoknots. We discuss the implications of our pseudoknot-freeness constraint further in
Section 5.

Another difference is that in some models [21, 26], toeholds can mediate 3-way strand
displacement even when not adjacent to the long domains that bind; rather the toeholds
can be “adjacent” to the reaction in a weaker sense than we use it here [29], or in fact be
“remote” [20, 21]. We also do not include yet other DNA strand displacement reactions that
have been used in experimental work, such as cooperative strand displacement [51]. None of
these additions to the model are needed for our purposes. In contrast with pseudoknots, we
believe that our correctness arguments can be adapted even if the model is generalized in
these ways.

3 Controlled reconfiguration and coupled reconfiguration

We present a class of mechanisms that we call controlled reconfiguration, and a subclass we
call coupled reconfiguration. The mechanisms work in the formal DSD model as defined in
Section 2, but have not yet been tested experimentally. In particular, these methods depend
on the assumption that domains cannot bind if it would create a pseudoknot, which is one
of the more questionable assumptions. Whether this mechanism describes the behavior of
real DNA strands, or whether it is better interpreted as an exploration of the formal model,
is discussed properly in Section 5. All further discussion until then is assuming everything
functions as described in the model.

Figure 3 shows an example of a controlled reconfiguration mechanism. The long strand,
as a single copy by itself, has two stable configurations, and cannot switch between them; all
the free X∗ and Y ∗ domains that could start the reconfiguration are themselves blocked off
by existing bonds, and the interaction necessary to do so would be a pseudoknot. The short
strand displaces the bond between Z domains, triggering a sequence of steps each involving
a domain “freed” by the previous displacement. Eventually, the same Z bond is re-formed
and the short strand is released, with the long strand having reconfigured. Intuitively, the
bonds function as locked doors, preventing what’s behind them from interacting with what’s
outside, until unlocked with a key hidden behind the previous door.

The controlled reconfiguration mechanism is an example, and proof-of-concept, of how
one strand can control the reconfiguration of another. However, in the mechanism in Figure 3,
the “control” strand only allows the reconfiguring strand to freely switch between its two
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Figure 3 A simple controlled reconfiguration mechanism. t is a short domain, X, Y , and Z are
long. Each step in the figure is a tx3 motif. The net effect is that the long strand changes from
the configuration in the top left to the configuration in the bottom left, using the short strand as a
catalyst, while the long strand could not change configuration on its own.

configurations. Neither the control strand nor any other part of the system knows which
configuration the reconfiguring strand is in, so it can’t, for example, force the strand into
a desired configuration and then proceed to the next task. This limits its usability as a
module in larger systems. For that, we would want a mechanism where two different strands
simultaneously serve as the control for each other’s reconfiguration, in such a way that either
both can change or neither can change, but not just one or the other. Figure 4 shows the
coupled reconfiguration mechanism, which we will use for our formal CRN implementation.

In the coupled reconfiguration mechanism, each strand has a pair of A1, A∗
1 domains and

a pair of A2, A∗
2 domains, but crossed over such that (excluding pseudoknots) only one pair

can be bound at once, and it cannot reconfigure on its own. Further, there is a pair of G

(“guard”) domains that, by their bond, prevent random other strands from interacting with
the domains inside the strand. The “left” and “right” strands are asymmetric in the toehold
identities, and one left and one right strand can come together and exchange G bonds by a
tx4 motif. This opens each strand up to interacting with the other. (Two left strands or two
right strands do not have complementary external toeholds, so such pairs cannot interact.)
Then, if one of the strands was in the A1 configuration and the other in the A2 configuration,
they can go through a process of exchanging bonds that eventually leads to both strands
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Figure 4 The coupled reconfiguration mechanism. Long domains are given by name while
toeholds are represented by symbols. Space domains don’t interact with anything, but prevent some
spurious interactions. A left and a right strand can join together to reconfigure via a tx4 motif on G

domains, and separate when the reconfiguration is done by reversing the tx4 motif. Then a sequence
of tx3 motifs lets each strand enable the reconfiguration of the other, one strand moving from the
A1 configuration to the A2 configuration and the other doing the opposite. The mechanism is fully
reversible, but the strands can only separate if either both strands have changed configuration or
neither has.

having swapped configurations. The G bonds can then reverse the tx4 motif to separate
again, but this can only happen when either both have reconfigured or neither has. Any left
and right strand in the same configuration can join together, but no further reaction can
happen except for separating unchanged.

The reaction as shown in Figure 4 is fully reversible, but can be made irreversible by
adding any of the following four toeholds: a t∗ after the A∗

1 on the left strand or after the
A∗

1 on the right strand makes the reaction only go forward (clockwise around the diagram
shown), while a t before the A2 on the left strand or before the A1 on the right strand
makes the reaction only go backward. In either case, the strand the toehold is added to
becomes unreactive after the reaction, while the other strand is still capable of further coupled
reconfigurations (with counterpart strands that don’t have the added toehold).
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The coupled reconfiguration reaction can be abstracted as A2,l +A1,r ⇌ A1,l +A2,r. Since
each configuration has a different bond, there are regions of each strand that are covered in
one configuration and uncovered in the other, and different (left and/or right) strands can
share the A1, A2 domain identities while having different content in the conditionally covered
regions. This mechanism turns out to be powerful enough to implement arbitrary CRNs.

We think of “controlled reconfiguration” more generally as any DSD reaction where two
or more complexes interact and separate, where (at least) one of the complexes at the end is
made up of the same strands in a different configuration, such that the reconfiguration could
not have happened in that complex on its own. The example in Figure 3 is in particular
“catalytic controlled reconfiguration”, where the complex that controls the reconfiguration
is itself unchanged. Then “coupled reconfiguration” more generally is where two or more
complexes interact and separate, where (at least) two of the complexes at the end have
reconfigured in a way that each one could not on its own, and further such that the reaction
could have reconfigured both complexes or neither, but not only one of them. Then the
mechanisms we presented were examples of controlled and coupled reconfiguration, but other
examples exist. In particular, Zhang and Winfree have presented a mechanism that meets
this definition of controlled reconfiguration, but is neither catalytic nor coupled [52].

4 Implementing CRNs with coupled reconfiguration

The coupled reconfiguration mechanism enables different strands to, in a certain intuitive
sense, pass information to each other by reconfiguring. This is sufficient to implement,
among other things, arbitrary CRNs. In Section 4.1 we discuss how to combine coupled
reconfiguration reactions to implement CRNs. In Section 4.2 we give an argument for formal
correctness of this method according to CRN bisimulation [22].

4.1 The mechanism of a reaction

We first consider the reaction A+B ⇌ C, which is sufficient to implement arbitrary reversible
CRNs (and arbitrary CRNs, if both directions are available as irreversible reactions). We
use what in Section 3 we referred to as “right” strands as species strands that represent
the abstract species, with species A getting a unique pair of long domains A1 and A2, and
corresponding to right strands with the (toeholds omitted) sequence G A1 A2 A∗

1 A∗
2 G∗.

Such a strand in the configuration with A1 domains bound to each other represents the
species A, and we call the strand in that configuration the signal strand Aon . The same
strand in the A2 configuration is called Aoff , and represents nothing. Species B and C get
unique domains B1, B2, C1, and C2, according to the same pattern.

To implement the reaction we use what in Section 3 we called “left” strands as gate strands.
Where r refers to the reaction A + B ⇌ C, the gate strand will interleave the domains for
A, B, and C in the order shown in Figure 5. To implement the forward reaction, the gate
strand starts in configuration rfor , with bonds A2, B2, and C1. A coupled reconfiguration
reaction with Aon produces rAfor , where the B2 bond is exposed. This then reacts with
Bon to produce rCback , covering up the A1 bond but exposing the C1 bond. That allows a
reaction with Coff , producing Con and rback , where the B∗

2 and A∗
2 domains are covered by

the C2 bond. Thus, the gate consumes a signal A and B and produces a signal C, where each
step covering up the previous step and uncovering the next step ensures that they can only
be done in that order. The reverse reaction is implemented by the reverse of this process,
starting with rback and eventually producing rfor .
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Figure 5 Simulation of the reaction r = A + B ⇌ C. Each reaction represents an instance of the
coupled reconfiguration sequence shown in Figure 4. Spacer domains separate each long domain and
its flanking toeholds from those of the adjacent domain, to prevent certain unintended interactions.
Species are given names with solid boxes for signal strands, dashed boxes for fuel strands, and no
boxes for intermediate (other) strands.

4.2 Correctness of the mechanism
To prove our mechanism correct, we use CRN bisimulation [22]. Here, however, we only give
a sketch of the process. First, we can describe the DSD system as a CRN, the implementation
CRN, compared to the formal CRN that it allegedly implements. To do that we enumerate
the possible interactions between strands in our DSD system, according to the rules in
Section 2.

The complexes in the system include some designated as fuels, namely rfor and rback
for each reaction r, and Aoff for each species A, and some designated as signals, namely
Aon for each species A. Fuels are assumed to be always present in “enough” quantity (and
how to achieve that is left as an exercise for the experimenter), while signals represent
the corresponding formal species. The interactions between strands fall into the following
categories:

Spurious toehold bindings that don’t lead to an m4 step between G domains.
“Nuisance” interactions between a gate strand and a species strand that have no intended,
and no possible, productive reaction.
Productive reactions between strands intended to interact.
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A1A2*A1

*A2
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*C2 G B1 B2

*B1*B2*G

Figure 6 A nuisance interaction between rfor and Bon . Any gate strand and any signal strand
can bind and open up the G domains, but only pairs intended to react can meaningfully reconfigure.
In this example, rfor and Bon can bind, open G domains, and even do toehold exchange (represented
by dashed lines) on the B1 domains, but further interaction with B domains is blocked by the A2

bond. The only possible continuation is for the reaction to eventually reverse itself and separate
back into rfor and Bon unmodified.

In the first category, arbitrary sequences of b and u steps between strands on external toeholds
can happen, but can only make a meaningful change if they eventually form a binding of
two toeholds that enables an m4 step on G domains. Otherwise, the strands involved
will all eventually unbind unchanged. This can form arbitrarily large (and increasingly
unlikely) chains, which to formally treat requires the techniques of Polymer Reaction Network
bisimulation [24]; this can be done, but we don’t include it here.

In the second category, any gate strand and any species strand can bind on two toeholds
and open the G domains in a tx4 motif. But they can only do a coupled reconfiguration
reaction if the gate strand has the domains corresponding to the species strand in the opposite
configuration (e.g. a gate strand with a B2 bond interacting with a species strand with a B1
bond) and none of those domains on the gate strand are blocked by any other bond. Any
other combination may start, but cannot finish, a coupled reconfiguration reaction, and can
only eventually separate into the original unmodified strands. Figure 6 gives an example of
such an interaction.

The third category is the reactions shown in Figure 5. Effectively, this means the set of
reachable complexes is the set of things shown in that figure; intermediate states between
them; and spurious bindings from the first two categories. Modeling the system with the
condensed reaction model [4, 21] allows us to treat the first and second categories as trivial,
abstract away from the intermediates, and describe the implementation CRN for the formal
reaction A + B ⇌ C as follows:

rfor + Aon ⇌ rAfor + Aoff
rAfor + Bon ⇌ rCback + Boff

rCback + Coff ⇌ rback + Con

Since fuels are always present (or always producible), bisimulation and other verification
methods often work with an implementation CRN where fuels are removed:

Aon ⇌ rAfor
rAfor + Bon ⇌ rCback

rCback ⇌ Con

CRN bisimulation involves an interpretation of implementation species as (multisets of) formal
species, usually denoted m; here m(Aon) = A, m(Bon) = B, m(Con) = C, m(rAfor ) = A,
and m(rCback ) = C. We see that: (a) any implementation reaction, when interpreted, is
either trivial or A + B ⇌ C; (b) any non-signal implementation species (rAfor and rCback )
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can turn into the signal species (Aon , Bon , or Con) for its interpretation; and (c) the signal
species can implement any reaction that their corresponding formal species should be able to
do. These are the conditions of modular CRN bisimulation [22].

Because of the modularity condition [22], and because our comments on (lack of) crosstalk
reactions apply between modules as well as within a module, an arbitrary number of reactions
of the form A + B ⇌ C can be implemented by combining the implementations for each
one. Because arbitrary reversible CRNs can be implemented up to CRN bisimulation by
reactions of the form A+B ⇌ C and CRN bisimulation is transitive [22], this mechanism can
implement arbitrary reversible reactions. To implement an irreversible CRN, use the method
mentioned in Section 3 to make coupled reconfiguration irreversible by adding a toehold to
the gate strand: alter rAfor + Bon → rCback for A + B → C and Con → r′

Afor + Bon for
C → A + B (where r′

Afor is the altered version of rAfor that can interact meaningfully with
Aoff but not Bon).

5 Pseudoknots and questioning the model

Whether any mechanism, written on paper, will actually work in the lab, is always a question.
But controlled reconfiguration, in particular, depends on an assumption of the DSD model
that hasn’t been particularly well tested: the assumption that if a step would form a
pseudoknot, that step can’t happen. So while it’s possible that controlled reconfiguration
will work experimentally as we presented it, it’s reasonably likely that it won’t. However,
there are reasons why, even if it doesn’t work as presented in unmodified DNA, the fact that
it exists in the model of DSD is still important for the study and design of DSD systems.

Traditionally the “no-pseudoknots” assumption was not a belief that pseudoknots don’t
happen, but a belief that we don’t want to use them. RNA pseudoknots appear in many
biological examples [46], and DNA nanotechnology applications such as tile assembly [18],
DNA origami [13], and RNA origami [19] use fundamentally pseudoknotted structures. How-
ever, pseudoknotted structures are much less well understood: pseudoknots introduce steric
contributions to energy that aren’t modeled by the standard, nearest-neighbor models [49],
and even with an energy model, predicting pseudoknotted structures is computationally
harder [15].

For this reason, most engineered DSD systems [35] are designed such that the intended
pathway does not involve pseudoknots, but also there are no non-trivial unintended pathways
even when allowing pseudoknots, so that the mechanism works as intended whether or not
pseudoknots are possible. In contrast, the coupled reconfiguration pathway has plenty of
unintended pathways that would be possible if pseudoknots were possible, and works only
under the assumption that they are not.

The first thing this result does is illustrate a difference between the model and how
actual DNA behaves, suggesting ways to refine the model. For example, we might want
to formally add the condition that the intended pathway has to exclude pseudoknots, but
unintended pathways with pseudoknots break the system. CRN bisimulation [22] suggests
one way to formalize this: the permissive condition is checked with pseudoknots banned and
the delimiting condition is checked with pseudoknots allowed. So this result suggests that it
would be worth investigating whether coupled reconfiguration, or single-stranded fuel-based
CRNs in general, are possible or provably impossible in such a model.

Another interpretation of our result is that if some molecule behaves like it does in this
model, then controlled reconfiguration can be used with that molecule. Even if unmodified
DNA at standard experimental conditions forms these pseudoknots, there may be an artificial
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nucleic acid, or unrelated biomolecule with strand displacement-like behavior, that doesn’t. If
a single-stranded-fuel-based CRN implementation proves to be a particularly useful molecular
device, it may be worth trying to find or design such a molecule.

Possibly relevant to this question are the experimental results of Zhang and Winfree’s
switchable DNA catalyst [52]. There, the catalyst switches between two states based on an
input, where a hypothetical pseudoknotted spontaneous switching pathway exists. However,
in that example one state is favored over the other with a one-directional non-pseudoknotted
spontaneous switching pathway, and can only be held in the less favorable state when an
additional strand is bound. So the experimental results may be a useful starting point for
investigation, but are not conclusive in any direction on their own.

Finally, treating DSD as a model of computation, we’d like to know both how compu-
tationally powerful DSD is, and which features of the model give it which powers. This
result shows us that the model with pseudoknots completely disallowed can do coupled
reconfiguration, which is powerful enough to implement CRNs with single-stranded fuels. It
further suggests that the ability to treat bonds as logical blockers or locked doors, preventing
the two sides from interacting, is what gives the model that power.

6 Discussion and conclusions

We have introduced the mechanisms of controlled reconfiguration and coupled reconfiguration,
and shown how they can be used to construct single-stranded CRN implementations. We
discussed how the questionable assumption of pseudoknot-freeness means that the mechanism
might not work as designed, but its existence in the model would likely have interesting
implications. If the mechanism does work, either as designed or something similar, it would
have a number of challenges as well as a number of benefits for DSD system design in general.
Here we discuss some of the larger challenges, some of the larger benefits, and some possible
aspects for further investigation.

Internal toeholds

In the model, we’ve assumed that m3 and m4 steps only happen if there are bound domains
adjacent to the future reaction, usually toeholds, and that u steps can happen whenever
there are no adjacent domains holding the toeholds together, even if the unbinding doesn’t
separate complexes. Both of those are not well explored, and different models have made
different assumptions [21, 29]. We note that, first of all, our mechanism doesn’t depend
on toehold identities to prevent reactions from happening, so it should work in a model
where internal m3 steps don’t need immediately adjacent toeholds, such as the one from
[21]. Second, the concept of “toehold” in general is a domain of the right length to bind and
unbind reversibly, and by doing so, hold things together long enough for m3 and m4 steps
to happen. When the binding is between otherwise separate complexes, that length is 4-6
bases [53]. Internally, the length may be the same 4-6 bases, or may be more like 2 bases,
but whatever length it happens to be, that length is the one we would use for the internal
toeholds.

Simulating reaction rate constants

Our constructions in Sections 3 and 4 do not address how to specify rate constants for the
reactions of the DSD system that simulates a CRN, so as to ensure consistency with the rate
constants of the CRN. Soloveichik et al. [37] explain how this can be done within reasonable
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timescales, for their DSD simulation of a CRN, through toehold design and accounting for
buffering effects. While the details of their simulation are quite different from ours, the
key principles of their approach should also apply to our construction. We note also that
many useful CRNs have the nice property of being rate independent in the sense that their
correctness does not depend on specific reaction rate constants [6, 9, 47].

Fuel synthesis

Our construction uses single-stranded fuels, compared to the double-stranded or larger fuels
of typical DSD systems. Synthesis of single strands is typically easier than synthesis of
multi-stranded complexes [31]. However, a challenge is to ensure that each fuel strand is
in its specified secondary structure, which is one of two or more stable (pseudoknot-free)
structures for the strand. It might be possible to take advantage of co-transcriptional folding
to ensure that fuel complexes have the correct structures, or it might be possible to filter out
strands with incorrect structures by hybridization to a surface via a free long domain.

Single-stranded DSD

Existing single-stranded DSD systems involve single strands interacting with each other and
aggregating [16, 50]. In contrast, the typical CRN implementation [37] involves reactions
where (usually) one strand interacts with a larger complex, eventually staying bound and
releasing (usually) one other strand, where either the new complex or the new strand (or
both) is a meaningful signal that goes on to interact with the rest of the system. In particular,
in those systems, most complexes are the only “stable” configuration of the strands that
make them up. With single-stranded fuels that are meant to stay single-stranded, this clearly
isn’t possible, otherwise there would be no meaningful reactions. But if the single strands
had multiple configurations that they could switch between on their own, that wouldn’t
implement bimolecular A + B ⇌ C logic. So the novelty of coupled reconfiguration, and
its ability to implement that logic, is why it makes single-stranded non-aggregative DSD
systems possible.

Locality and impossibility

In our previous work on impossibility in DSD systems [21], one of the important steps was a
locality theorem: that, with the restrictions in that result (notably including forbidding m3
steps), if a sequence of unimolecular steps breaks a four-way junction, then eventually reforms
the same four-way junction with the same domains, then the same result can be gotten by a
sequence of steps that never breaks the junction. The coupled reconfiguration mechanism
shows by counterexample that without those restrictions, and assuming pseudoknots can’t be
formed, the same statement would not hold. In our previous work, this theorem showed that
with those restrictions, CRNs with 2-stranded fuels were impossible; with the assumptions in
this work, coupled reconfiguration makes CRNs with single-stranded fuels possible. Further,
to our knowledge controlled reconfiguration is the first DSD mechanism that involves a bond
being initially present, broken, then reformed, with an effect that was not possible without
breaking that bond. So we suspect that this concept of locality is interesting, and worth
investigating whether other such mechanisms exist, especially ones that don’t depend on
pseudoknots being unable to be formed.
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Expanding the DSD toolbox

We’ve expanded the DSD toolbox by introducing controlled reconfiguration and coupled
reconfiguration, and shown its application to reversible DSD simulation of reversible CRNs,
in a way that is easily adapted also to non-reversible CRNs. Our implementation scheme also
has the following desirable properties defined in our previous work [21]: systematic with O(1)
toeholds, physically reversible, and using only bimolecular condensed reactions, and we have
already shown that it is systematically correct under modular CRN bisimulation and uses
single-stranded fuels. There are a number of CRN implementations that each fail a different
one of the desirable conditions [23], and the coupled reconfiguration-based implementation
fails a condition which was not listed but is also desirable, the condition of not relying on
the assumption that pseudoknots don’t happen. So it would be interesting to investigate
whether there is a variant of coupled reconfiguration, or another implementation scheme,
that fulfills the same conditions without relying on that assumption.

Further, the coupled reconfiguration mechanism reveals a capability of the current model
of DSD that physical DNA strands may or may not have, either in the mechanism as we
presented it or in a different mechanism with similar properties. If it does, then we would
like to see if the advantages of the scheme enable physical DSD implementations with less
error than existing schemes. Whether it does or not, it would be interesting to investigate
the importance of the assumption that pseudoknots don’t happen, and how it affects the
power of DSD systems.
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